This paper presents the design of a SystemC transaction level modelling wrapping library that can be used for the assertion of system properties, protocol compliance, or fault injection. The library uses C++ virtual table hooks as a dynamic binary instrumentation technique to inline wrappers in the TLM2 transaction path. This technique can be applied after the elaboration phase and needs neither source code modifications nor recompilation of the top level SystemC modules. The proposed technique has been successfully applied to the robustness verification of the on-board boot software of the Instrument Control Unit of the Solar Orbiter's Energetic Particle Detector.
Introduction
Embedded software plays an important role in today's complex system-on-chips (SoCs) since it allows convoluted features to be implemented flexibly. However in new developments, hardware capable of executing software is not often available until the later stages of the development cycle. To accelerate the design process and to increase the productivity, system-level design has to accommodate software concerns enabling a seamless codesign of software and hardware. Therefore, it is highly desirable to address software development as early as possible. Virtual platforms are executable models of complete systems that provide software developers with working frameworks time before the real hardware is available. They enable the concurrent development of system-on-chip (SoC) hardware and software, significantly shortening their integration times. From an embedded software perspective, the use of virtual platforms allows the development and verification processes to be started earlier in the design flow so as to detect and correct errors that would otherwise propagate towards the final implementation stages. Moreover, it is easier to access and modify the internal state of the virtual prototypes, so that a comprehensive fault injection campaign and fault tolerance assessment can be carried out. This helps to achieve what every embedded software developer is fundamentally looking for: predictability and robustness [1] .
System-level modeling languages are used to start the design process from an abstract level and apply a top-down design methodology through a refinement process [2] . The SystemC transaction level modeling [3] raises the abstraction level of system descriptions, focusing on the exchange of data between components through communication channels or sockets. Because of their advantages, the descriptions of TLM systems can be used for design space exploration, for early architectural performance estimations and to allow an earlier software development commencement by joining the hardware and software design flow together. SystemC/TLM is written in C++, which is a widely known programming language that has been a popular starting point for describing executable hardware/software systems models. Using TLM, system models are quick to write and give an executable version of the specification, which allows a very fast simulation. For system-level design, these languages allow hardware and software components to be described in a single framework. Furthermore, the only development tools needed are regular C/C++ compilers and debuggers, with which embedded systems designers are already well acquainted. The use of virtual platforms gives developers far more visibility and control over system design in comparison to traditional development methodologies. Any state is within reach and any condition can be triggered. Therefore, virtual platforms have become widely used in avionics and space software development environments before the hardware becomes available. Current research focuses on experimental techniques and tools that allow software robustness verification through fault injection using virtual platforms.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Solar Orbiter's mission characteristics along with the embedded software development challenges and novel contributions are set out in Section 2; relevant related works are detailed in the same section. Section 3 describes the proposed wrapper insertion framework. Section 4 discusses some issues as regards performance and usability using different interposition code insertion techniques. Section 5 describes the real scenario in which an early software robustness evaluation by means of fault injection on a TLM2 virtual platform (Leon2ViP) has been carried out. Finally, Section 6 contains the conclusions. [4] is a planned sun-observing satellite, under development by ESA, and is scheduled to be launched in January 2017 as a baseline. At its closest point, the spacecraft will be closer to the sun than any previous spacecraft, almost one-third of the Earth's distance from the sun. Because of the proximity of the sun, the spacecraft must withstand powerful bursts of atomic particles coming from the solar atmosphere. From an on-board software designer's perspective, it is essential to look out for permanent soft errors resulting from latch-up failures in SDRAM/EEPROM memories. The Space Research Group (SRG) of the University of Alcalá is in charge of the development of the instrument control unit (ICU) for the Energetic Particle Detector (EPD) on-board Solar Orbiter, along with the corresponding boot and application software. For the early development and verification of the ICU's bootloader software, a framework with the ability to run the same binary code that will run on real hardware was needed. It also had to emulate SDRAM and EEPROM permanent errors, a fact that is difficult, if not impossible, on real hardware. The ICU boot software is in the critical path of the project so its verification should be addressed at an early development stage for any test case missed in this process can affect the quality of the overall onboard software. Thus, the robustness requirements call for an exhaustive testing of the boot process and possible corruption of application binaries stored in the EEPROM or stuck-at faults in the SDRAM application deployment areas. Bearing this in mind, from a hardware dependent software point of view, such as the boot software, the major problem of carrying out early development and testing activities is the absence of a hardware platform on which to run it. Other points to keep in mind are the effort and risks associated with bringing up hardware dependent software such as boot loaders. The classic approach for developing this kind of software has been to design the hardware, make a physical prototype, write the code, and then integrate the hardware and software. This methodology is nowadays too slow and calls for an alternative to the traditional software-after-hardware design flow in order to get started with software development and testing before the hardware is ready. To shortcut these issues the SRG has developed Leon2ViP, a LEON2 virtual platform with fault injection capabilities, which has been built around SystemC/TLM2 interfaces given previous experiences with LEON3 systems [5] . For the ICU boot and application software development, Leon2ViP provides faster edit, compile, and debug cycles and, at the same time, a more controllable and observable environment for the verification activities. Furthermore, even if the hardware was already available, this virtual platform offers, not possible otherwise, nonintrusive and exhaustive debug and fault injection capabilities. The overall ICU hardware/software codesign is described in [6] .
Problem Statement and Related Work

Solar Orbiter Mission. Solar Orbiter
A key point of the proposed framework is that it enables the work of the design and verification teams to be decoupled. As a design principle, the Leon2ViP TLM2 code that implements system components like Instruction Set Simulators, memory modules, or SpaceWire network interfaces should contain just functional code in order to emulate the behaviour of the component and represent a functional golden model of the hardware. All fault injection codes employed to emulate memory stuck-at faults must be applied in TLM2 transaction interfaces and not embedded in the model's code. This leads to the necessity of intercept TLM2 calls to the memory modules in order to corrupt data read or written from/to memory or peripherals.
The interception library presented in this work is not intended to validate the Leon2ViP virtual platform itself. In fact, the library is part of the virtual platform and has been developed to help in the ICU boot software development and testing of the basic recovery mechanisms in those cases when the nominal boot sequence is not possible. It has been also used in the codesign of the SpaceWire core used for communications from/to the spacecraft.
Although the interception library has been developed specifically for the Leon2ViP virtual platform, it can used as a separate instrument in order to insert wrappers in TLM2 designs. What these wrappers are used for is up to the library user. In Section 5, shows an example of how the wrapping library has been used to insert a fault injection wrapper in order to simulate stuck-at zero faults in memory access. The goal is to verify the correctness, according to the specifications of the software that runs on the virtual platform.
Paper
Contribution. This paper presents the results of attempting to provide a generic framework that provides dynamic binary instrumentation to TLM2 models. The approach is based on the mechanism used by C++ to implement late binding in virtual method calls. Our targeted application is the Leon2ViP virtual platform.
(1) To our knowledge, this is the first library using C++ virtual table hooking as a dynamic binary instrumentation technique in order to intercept TLM2 socket primitives. The basic idea was introduced in [7] and in order to validate the approach a few code snippets specifically tailored for Microsoft VisualC++ compiler were given. This work presents a full development of the idea, intercepting all TLM2 interfaces and taking into account the compiler differences. Moreover, an implementation for the most popular compilers, VisualC++ and GCC, is free released.
(
2) The proposed library is able to insert wrappers into the transaction path without modifying the TLM2 model source code description. This makes the technique useful for the validation of third party Intellectual Property (IP) TLM2 cores, which can be distributed as object modules. Thus, no knowledge about the source code or methods names are needed in order to insert wrappers into the transaction communication path.
Related Work.
As regards the use of virtual platforms, SystemC/TLM2 is an interoperability standard for memorymapped bus modeling and is a key enabler for the development of virtual platforms, serving as a bridge between hardware and embedded software designers, especially for hardware-dependent and communication software development [8, 9] . Beyond the use of TLM2 for processor buses modeling, TLM2 extensions have been proposed in order to model embedded system networks. For example the work [10] proposes an extension of transaction level modeling to perform system/network design-space exploration in networked embedded systems (NESs). Using SystemC transaction level modeling (TLM) it is possible to model mixed hardware/software systems in order to simulate the software behaviour in the presence of faults in the hardware. For example, works [11, 12] use this methodology for the design and testing of fault tolerant systems implemented on an FPGA platform with different types of diagnostic techniques. The experimental results show the fault coverage and how Single Event Upset (SEU) occurrences cause faulty behaviours in the implemented systems. References [13, 14] use the same approach to verify the software of networked embedded systems long before the final hardware is available.
Coming from industrial environments, the work [15] describes the enhancement of a previous tool that allows an effective transition from the system-level development phase to the software level development phase, throughout a case study based on a hybrid electric vehicle development. Another work [16] presents a system-level codesign and coverification case study. In this work, a processor bus functional model (BFM) is used to combine native software execution with a cycle-accurate interconnect simulator and an HDL simulator.
Fault injection is mandatory in experimental dependability evaluation. Thus, the work of [17] introduces fault injection methods for register transfer level (RTL) system descriptions into SystemC. Related to TLM, the work [18] presents an example of system-level fault injection in untimed functional TLM models based on FIFO channels. Related to fault tolerant TLM2 designs, the work described in [19] proposes a hardening method for inter component communication protocols.
The assertion-based verification (ABV) of SystemC/TLM models is a wide field of research. Assertions capture specifications of the system being designed in an executable form. Then, they act as monitors during the simulation, detecting and reporting errors close to their source as well as establishing coverage information. Several works, such as [20] [21] [22] , among others, use this approach to perform systemlevel verification. Other works use the same approach to perform tracking/snooping of the transactions interchanged between TLM modules, for example [23, 24] . Assertions are usually written in specific languages such as Property Specification Language (PSL) and they must be translated to specific assertion code that must be placed in between the transaction's initiators and targets.
For the perspective of this work the most important issue is how the assertion code is introduced into the system model description. A common way to add additional code at specific points of the source code is by using aspect oriented programming (AOP). In AOP one aspect is a feature linked to some parts of a program, but which is not related to the program's primary function. It is based on source-to-source translation and allows invoked methods to be wrapped with pre/post condition checkers. From this point of view aspects can be seen as a way of inserting wrappers into the transaction path. Aspect C++ [25] is an aspect-oriented extension of C and C++ languages and is widely used to add aspects to SystemC descriptions [26, 27] .
The previous works mainly use AOP for the verification of the hardware model described in SystemC, either RTL or TLM. The closest works to ours are [28, 29] . In these works transactions checkers are inserted in a virtual platform based on TLM2 interfaces. The goal of the checkers is to detect the wrong duration and sequence of the transactions in the TLM2 design.
As said before, the insertion library described in this work was not designed with the aim of verifying hardware TLM2 models but for the verification and monitoring of the software running on a virtual platform built around TLM2 interfaces. However, it can also be used for other purposes as discussed in the next section.
TLM2 Wrapper Insertion Library Design
Talking about the instrumentation of a model description there are basically two features to consider, see Figure 1 . The former is the knowledge and availability of the model source description in order to know where to instrument. The latter is the binding procedure; this is how the instrumentation code is inserted into the model.
In the case of the interception library proposed in this work, it is important to emphasize that its main goal is to provide basic services in order to intercept TLM2 transactions at runtime. This means that the modules already exist, their TLM2 sockets have been bound, SystemC has ended its elaboration phase, and simulation has begun. Even more, instrumentation should be carried out without access or knowledge of the TLM2 model source code, just the TLM2 socket name of the target is known. The need to use runtime binary instrumentation on the TLM2 socket intermodule bindings stems from this. Figure 2 shows several ways of intercepting the transactions exchanged between two TLM2 modules. The location of the inserted interception or verification code is stressed in all cases. One transaction initiator, a SPARC Instruction Set Simulator (ISS), is bound to a transaction target and uses the TLM2 nonblocking transport interface nb transport fw/nb transport bw to carry out transactions. These transactions are supposed to be memory read/write operations. The usual way to intercept the transaction path is the use of an interposition module placed in between the modules, (see the first case in Figure 2 ). In this case the initiator is bound to a module inserted into the transaction path and the interposition module is bound to the target. The second case in Figure 2 shows a C++ aspect placed in the target module in order to intercept forward nonblocking transaction calls. The nb transport fw call is intercepted by means of an nb transport aspect, so the preprocessing of the incoming transaction and postprocessing of the results can be carried out. It is important to point out that in all the aforementioned approaches a source code modification is required to perform the transaction path modification. The initiator must be bound to the interceptor module or to the target. All of these bindings are done at compile time and do not change during the execution of the model. Even more, to code those bindings a profound knowledge of the TLM2 model source code is needed. For example, to insert an aspect around a method, the name of the method must be known. This is known as static code instrumentation.
The objective of the proposed library is to allow the insertion and removal of interposition code at runtime, as is shown in the third case in Figure 2 . No modifications are made to the TLM2 modules and the original socket binding established at compile time is modified at runtime without knowledge of the modules' source code. Only the name of the TLM2 socket is necessary. It is important to emphasize that the library presented in this work just provides the basic services to intercept TLM2 transactions. The specific transaction processing is built using these basic services. Once a transaction path is intercepted by means of a wrapper, it can be used in several testing scenarios such as transaction tracking or snooping, experimental dependability evaluation through fault injection, property assertions, and TLM2 protocol compliance verification. As an example, [30] uses the technique being described in order to track the transactions between TLM2 components. The work [31] uses the same technique to insert a TLM2 protocol compliance checker in a nonblocking transport scenario.
The last case shown in Figure 2 is not an interception scenario. It is shown to describe the relationship of the interception scenario with other testing technologies such as e language (IEEE 1647). e is a Hardware Verification Language (HVL) mainly tailored to implement verification test benches. In this case an e test bench running in the initiator is bound to a TLM2 socket [32, 33] . The test bench provides the stimuli to carry out the verification of the target module.
TLM2 Interfaces Definition.
SystemC is a C++ objectoriented framework for the description and simulation of systems. All of the system's building blocks, from basic signals to the abstract transaction level interfaces, are described using a class hierarchy, where complex classes are defined from the basic ones by means of inheritance. In a class hierarchy, it is common to find classes which define only an interface for its derived ones. No instance of a base class is actually created, only a description of an interface is given. This is done in C++ making the base class abstract, which means that at least one method is declared as pure virtual. When an abstract class is inherited, all pure virtual methods must be implemented, or the inherited class becomes abstract as well. Creating a pure virtual method allows an interface to be described without being forced to provide an implementation. The derived class must provide its own specific version of the virtual method. Several design patterns use polymorphism to invoke different functionality through a unique and standard interface. Polymorphism is a key concept in interfaces definition in C++ software designs. All interfaces are abstract classes and use pure virtual methods to define the supported calls, their incoming parameters and their return values. As an example, the code of the tlm fw nonblocking transport if interface is also shown in Figure 3 ; it defines only one pure virtual method called nb transport fw. Every instance of a target socket that implements this interface must provide its own implementation of the nb transport fw method.
C++ Polymorphism Implementation.
Polymorphism is, with inheritance, one of the essential features of an objectoriented programming language like C++. It provides separation of interface definition from the particular implementation of that interface, decoupling "what" from "how". The virtual methods allow one type to express its distinction from other similar types, as long as they are both derived from the same base type. The distinction is expressed through a different implementation of the methods' behaviour. These methods must be called through base class pointers. Connecting a function call to a function body is called binding. When binding is performed at the time of compilation, it is called early binding. On the other hand, late binding means the binding occurs at runtime, depending on the class of the object. Late binding is also called dynamic binding or runtime binding. When a language implements late binding, there must be some mechanism to determine the class of the object at runtime and call the appropriate method. In the case of a compiled language, the compiler still does not know the actual object class, but it inserts code that finds out how the invocation has to be resolved and finally calls the right method. Late binding only occurs with virtual methods, and only when the call is made through base class pointers. Figure 4 describes the "big picture" of a virtual call. Each time a class containing virtual methods is created or derived from a class that contains virtual methods, the compiler creates a unique virtual method address table (VTABLE) for that class. In this table it places the addresses of all the methods that have been declared virtual in this class or in the base class. It is by using this table that the addresses of the invoked methods are obtained at runtime. Note that virtual tables are class specific and that there is only one virtual table for each class regardless of the number of object instances.
It is possible to modify the VTABLE and insert the address of a wrapper method to carry out the necessary processing of the transaction parameters and monitor the behaviour of the system. What is more is that the VTABLE can be duplicated so that the change only affects a particular class instance and not all of them. This is a great improvement on AOP programming, for it applies to the class definition regardless of the number of instances of the class. When wrapping is no longer needed, the VTABLE can be restored to its original value. It is important to note that the particular layout of the VTABLE is not explicitly defined in the C++ Application Binary Interface (ABI) so some particularities are C++ compiler dependent. However, all C++ compilers use similar approaches. Common C++ compilers have undocumented compilation switches that export the class layout. For Microsoft VisualC++, -d1reportAllClassLayout can be used. For GCC's g++ compiler, the switch is -fdump-classhierarchy. The following tools and works are useful to find out the internal structure of C++ programs [34] [35] [36] .
Binary Layout and Compiler Dependencies.
When a call to a virtual function is made through a base class pointer (i.e., a late binding call), the compiler quietly inserts code to fetch the VTABLE pointer (VPTR) and look up the requested method address in the VTABLE, thus calling it and causing late binding to take place. All of this VTABLE setting up for each class, initializing the VPTR and inserting the code for the virtual function call, happens automatically. Figure 5 shows the binary layout of atlm fw transport if object and how a b transport virtual method invocation using two different object pointers is resolved from the point of view of Microsoft VC++ and GCC 4.1 compilers. This situation is more complex since two key object-oriented features, such as polymorphic calls and multiple inheritance, are used at the same time. For TLM2 interfaces the arrangement of both compilers is as follows.
(i) Microsoft VisualC++ (VC) distributes the information of each inherited class by placing them one next to another. If an inherited class has virtual methods, a pointer to its particular VTABLE is included. Since each interface has only one virtual method, there are four VTABLEs with only one entry pointing to the particular implementation of each method. When a call is made through a derived class pointer, tlm fw transport if * p fw in Figure 5 , the pointer is adjusted to point to its specific VPTR and class data. This pointer modification is known as pointer fix-up. Finally, since each interface has only one method, the first entry of the current VTABLE (i.e., entry 0) is used to call the right method. (ii) The GCC 4.1 compiler places information of all classes at the beginning of the object. Depending on the kind of pointer used to call the method, different sets of VTABLEs are used. If a call is issued through the object's pointer, again tlm fw transport if * p fw in Figure 5 , the derived class' VTABLE is used. On the other hand, if the call is made by means of the specific class pointer, for example tlm fw transport if * p b, the destination address is taken from its particular VTABLE. The latter case leads to the need for a pointer fix-up before the method code begins in order to allow access to the class' data. This pointer adjustment code is known as thunk code.
In short, VC makes a pointer adjustment before VTABLE lookup while GCC does it afterwards.
Wrapper Library Design.
As the TLM2 interface methods are all "virtual, " every call is made through the VTABLE of the object instance. Therefore it is possible to modify the VTABLE to insert some kind of function wrapper without modifying the original source code as described in Figure 4 . The class diagram shown in Figure 6 details the relationship between all the elements that model the wrapper infrastructure. For simplicity, not all the attributes and methods are shown. The base class of the wrapper library is TLM2 Wrapper. This class provides the interface to handle all TLM2 interfaces. Since all of them receive the same processing, only the b transport interface is explained on the understanding that the others work in the same way.
Here it is important to understand the "is a" and "has a" relationship between classes. TLM2 Wrapper is the base class of the hierarchy and provides a basic pass-through wrapping service. This basic behaviour can be particularized by the use of inheritance, redefining just one method of the base class. For example, the Fault Injection Wrapper in Figure 6 provides its own version of the b transport processing method. This class "is a" specialized TLM2 Wrapper. On the other hand, the TLM2 Wrapper uses the low level services provided by the WIL class to modify and restore the VTABLE of the wrapped interface. This is a "has a" relationship. "WIL" stands for wrapper interception library and provides the methods to get, set, and reset the specific VTABLE entries of each TLM2 interface, taking into consideration the compiler binary dependencies. The declared interface for the b transport handling is made up of the following methods.
(i) b transport wrapper: the start address of this method is inserted into the corresponding VTABLE entry of the intercepted target socket. It just redirects the call to b transport processing. (ii) b transport processing (virtual): this method implements the desired behaviour of the wrapper. The default implementation in the base class just calls b transport original path resulting in a pass-through mode. As it is declared virtual, this method is intended to be redefined in the derived class for specialized behaviour. (iii) b transport original path: this method is used to call the original entry of the modified VTABLE in order to maintain the overall transaction path.
The WIL class has four methods.
(i) wil get fw interface is for internal use. This method gets the TLM2 forward interface pointer given the hierarchical SystemC name of the socket.
(ii) wil get bw interface is for internal use. This method gets the TLM2 backward interface pointer given the hierarchical SystemC name of the socket.
(iii) wil dup vtable duplicates the VTABLE of an object, given its forward and backward TLM2 interface pointers.
(iv) wil reset vtable restores the original VTABLE of an object, given its forward and backward TLM2 interface pointers.
The specific handling methods for each interface are inherited from the WIL b transport, WIL nb transport fw, WIL debug transport, and WIL dmi classes. The handling methods for WIL b transport are (i) wil get b transport which gets the associated VTABLE entry value, given the hierarchical tical SystemC name of the socket. (ii) wil set b transport which sets a specific VTABLE entry with a new value. This new value is supposed to be a wrapper method address.
(iii) wil reset b transport which restores the original value of a VTABLE entry.
(iv) wil get mapped b transport entry which is for internal use and gets the original entry mapped onto the actual wrapper. This allows the original values to be restored when it is desired. Figure 7 shows the method's call sequence in a TLM2 b transport intercepted environment. The main actor is an initiator socket bound to a target socket. The first sequence shows the nominal sequence when the initiator issues a b transport call. As expected, the corresponding b transport method is executed in the target. Next, in order to intercept these kinds of calls and track the information interchanged between both modules, a Fault Injection Wrapper is created by means of the C++ new operator. After the creation of the wrapper, the add tlm2 wrapper method is invoked to insert the wrapper into the transaction path. To do this, the hierarchical SystemC name of the initiator socket is passed as a parameter. The other parameter is a constant value indicating the specific interface to be intercepted, B TRANSPORT in this example. Once the wrapper is inserted, the same call issued by the initiator in the first sequence, is now redirected to the b transport wrapper method. As said, the default behaviour of this method is to call b transport processing but since it is declared virtual and redefined in the derived class, the Fault Injection Wrapper version of this method is called. b transport processing can now carry out a preprocessing of the incoming transaction parameters before calling the b transport original path method that maintains the original transaction path. After the transaction is processed by the target socket, the call flow returns again to b transport processing, allowing some kind of postprocessing of the returned values. Finally, the return of this method leads to the completion of the original b transport transaction call.
Usage Example.
The following code snippets show an example of how to use the library. First, the declarations of an initiator and a target, both with a TLM2 socket attribute, are as follows (see Algorithm 1) .
Given the previous declarations, the object instances are obtained through the new operator. Finally, both sockets are bound through the bind method of the initiator socket. From this moment, every TLM2 method call through the initiator socket brings about the execution of the corresponding response method in the target module (see Algorithm 2) .
If it is necessary to intercept the call to the b transport method of the target module, it is enough to define a tlm2 wrapper class with the particular processing method. In the example just b transport processing method is defined. This method can carry out some pre-and/or postprocessing Finally, the wrapper class is instantiated through the C++ new operator. The constructor receives the hierarchical name of the initiator module as a parameter as defined by SystemC. By means of the add tlm2 wrapper method, the wrapper is inserted into the transaction path. In this example only the B TRANSPORT interface is intercepted (see Algorithm 4).
Performance and Usability Issues
The interception library has been coded in a C++ objectoriented style. This makes the specialization of the wrappers very easy through inheritance. The library has less than 2.000 lines of code as shown in Table 1 along with the amount of code that is compiler dependent.
The source code of TLM2 Wrapper Library V1.0 can be found at https://dl.dropbox.com/u/19987939/TLM2Wrapper .zip. The usage example distributed in the main module defines just two TLM2 modules and binds them in the usual way. After that a pass-through TLM2 wrapper is instantiated and the wrapper is inlined in the original transaction path. After invoking all TLM2 primitives, wrapper is removed and the main program ends. Table 2 summarizes the code coverage of the different modules. Data has been obtained through GCOV, the GNU source code coverage analysis tool. As shown in Figure 6 wil b transport and wil dbg transport have three methods plus class constructor, wil nb transport and wil dmi have six methods plus class constructor and wil class inherits the twenty-two methods of the previous classes plus its own class constructor. As seen in Table 2 all basic operations for inserting/removing wrappers in TLM2 primitives are all exercised. Table 3 summarizes the results of a series of performance tests carried out to estimate the overhead associated with the insertion of the wrapper into the transaction path using different kinds of techniques. Some usability considerations Given a TLM2 model, the introduction of any interposition code always introduces some time penalties. Even more if extensibility is design concern. The results show that virtual table hooking used by the interception library introduces a time overhead close to but lower than that obtained with an interposition module. Other important point to consider is that with this technique, only the specific desired call is intercepted while the other calls of the TLM2 interface run in the usual way. Using interposition implies that all methods of the socket interface are intercepted and thus delayed. In the case of the virtual table hooking wrapper, it can be inserted and removed at runtime. Other improvement of the virtual hooking method is that it can be applied to a single object instance instead of a class. This concern is exploited in the library usage example described in Section 5.
Inline Wrapper Library Fault Injection Use Case
This section presents a real testing scenario of the ICU's boot software using the Leon2ViP virtual platform and the TLM2 wrapper insertion library. Since the internal architecture of the Leon2ViP virtual platform is not the main focus of this paper, Figure 8 just shows only the main components, stressing the location of the fault injection wrappers:
(i) LEON2 ISS: SPARC V8 untimed Instruction Set Simulator with blocking TLM2 transaction interfaces.
(ii) Memory: PROM, EEPROM, and SDRAM blocks. The memory layout is highly configurable through an external configuration file and the current contents can be read from an external ordinary binary file generated by the compiler toolchain.
(iii) Bus: this module interconnects all the TLM2 components of the virtual platform.
(iv) SpaceWire: Virtual SpaceWire IP core for spacecraft communications. This interface can be mapped onto a SpaceWire monitor or an external SpaceWire hardware based on a Star-Dundee USB SpaceWire brick [38] .
For controlling the software execution, Leon2ViP offers a command-line interface with which the user can issue commands for loading memory binaries, for inspecting the internal state of the processor and the memory blocks and for defining breakpoints/watchpoints, among many others. SDRAM and PROM areas are usually filled with external program binary files using a load command. Leon2ViP also emulates EEPROM areas; the memory contents of these areas are filled at the system start-up with the contents of a file which has the same name as the memory block. The file should have the same size as the memory block and must contain its binary image. When the execution ends, the contents of the memory blocks are written back to the files. This emulates the behaviour of an EEPROM when data updates are carried out on it using the software data protection (SDP) schema implemented in commercial EEPROM modules.
One of the strictest requirements of the flight software is that the application binaries should be updatable in flight. This characteristic allows the system to recover from application bugs discovered after launch itself. There are two versions of the ICU application software. EEPROM0 module contains the Baseline version and EEPROM1 module contains an Updatable version. In accordance with the ICUSW robustness requirements [39] , the boot software takes control of the ICU automatically after a reset or a power-on and is in charge of deploying the main application software. The boot software verifies the integrity of the two versions of the application software stored in the EEPROM modules, as well as the integrity of the memory on which they are deployed. Depending on the result of this checking, it will deploy one of the two versions of the application software. If both application software images are damaged, the boot software will wait and remain active until the images have been repaired by means of service telecommands, sent from Earth, that allow memory patch, dump, and check operations. The SDRAM will be tested in order to find possible failures that may condition the system's stack allocation and application binary deployment resulting from stuck-at faults. The stack allocation takes into account that only 32 kibibytes of not damaged SDRAM are required for running the boot software. Again, when neither of the software application versions can be deployed, the ICU boot software must wait for spacecraft telecommands that will load a new version of the application software that avoids the damaged SDRAM areas.
In Figure 8 the user issues a stuckat0 command at the 0x40000000 address. This means that every read/write transaction on the selected address must be tied to a logical zero. To carry out this memory access corruption a wrapper is inserted into the SDRAM memory path. As long as the wrapper is inserted the fault remains active. The fault injection wrapper developed using the interception library just redefine the b transport processing method in order to apply the mask to the data read/written in the transaction and is inserted just into the transaction path of the memory module under fault simulation. For example, in order to test the boot behaviour when SDRAM has stuck-at faults the fault injection wrapper is inserted in the SDRAM path. This leaves the PROM and EEPROM transaction paths unchanged; thus fetch operations on PROM boot code and read operations on EEPROM modules are not delayed. A complete description of the first results on testing ICU boot can be found in [40] .
Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, we have presented a library for runtime wrapper insertion in TLM2 models. The results presented here are encouraging and show that it is possible to insert transaction wrappers in an easy way with a minimal time overhead and with a great improvement on previous approaches such as interception modules. The proposed technique has been successfully applied on a real early software development and robustness verification scenario. In addition, the technique adopted here is applicable in third-party software component validation, without having access to the component source code. It has the disadvantage of using some not-welldocumented and compiler-dependent features. The library design has been made by thinking about its usability and easy customization. This feature greatly reduces deployment times for real-world testing scenarios. The runtime nature of the wrapper inlining has an improved effect overall system simulation since wrappers can be installed on the fly if needed or when some special runtime situation in the system is reached. In the same way, the wrappers can be removed when they are no longer needed. In addition, since the insertion/removal of wrappers is time-consuming and errorprone, automating this task also ensures that the testing process does not compromise the correctness of the final system. A C style version of the library is under development in order to reduce the time penalty introduced in the current version for a single call.
